
EXPERIENCE

TOOLS
Mastery
Sketch
InVision
Proto.io
Marvel
Photoshop
Illustrator
Keynote

Working knowledge
Axure
Figma
CSS3
HTML5

LANGUAGES
English
Cantonese
Mandarin

UI / UX Designer, Designation Apr-Oct 2017, Chicago

UX / UI Designer
Kristal Yu kristalyu.com

kristalyu123@gmail.com

linkedin.com/in/kristalyu

EDUCATION

Cognitive Science B.A. 
2011-2016

User Experience Design Certificate
2016-2017

UC San Diego Extension

University of California, San Diego

I worked in an agile environment and applied user-centered design thinking to create digital 
products for mobile and desktop platforms. I conducted research, competitive analysis, and user 
testing to create functional and pixel-perfect designs. I designed brand identities to align client 
goals and user needs. I delivered high-fidelity design mockups, prototypes, and style guides for 
B2B and B2C clients including:

Omnipointment/Charter
A responsive organizational tool for college students to collaborate on team projects, as well as 
designate availability and schedule group meetings. I created an intuitive, friendly yet 
professional interface design language to keep users engaged across the Charter suite of tools.

Emerson House
A retreat center website in Indiana that focuses on creating a community for like-minded 
dreamers. Before designing pixel-perfect mock-ups, I made several UX functionality changes 
to improve user flow and I delivered a marketing site and style guide to help Emerson House 
launch their product. 

affinity diagramming
branding
competitive analysis
interaction design
mobile design
prototyping
responsive web design
site/app mapping
style tile
user personas
user research
user testing
wireframing

SKILLS

I worked remotely and in-person with clients’ on UX/UI designs and branding to create their 
product vision and brand. I delivered wireframes, site maps, high-fidelity screens, logos, product 
mockups, ready to print packaging, style guidelines, and a live site for my clients including:

UX / UI / Graphic Designer, Freelance

UX / UI Consultant, Vizer Inc.

Jan–Nov 2018, Los Angeles

Apr 2019–Present, San Diego

Product Designer, Activbody Inc. Oct 2018–Present, San Diego

Math Academy, International Grandway Travel, Miorco, Sereneties, Shin Matcha

I worked with my client to redesign their B2C mobile app and applied UX/UI methodologies to 
create a better experience. Many UX and interaction design issues deliberately changed because 
the current design was cumbersome for the users. I consulted my client how to future proof their 
product based on their vision and goals. I delivered an app map, graphics, and high fidelity 
screens that are ready to be developed.

I work in a fast-paced agile startup as their full-stack designer. I am currently leading and creating 
a design system for all of Activbody's products (B2B and B2C).

As a UX Researcher, I conduct extensive user experience research that aim for increasing user 
engagement. I focused on determining the target audience and the user needs through 
competitive analysis, contextual interviews, ideation, and the creation of affinity diagrams. I 
actively collect user feedback on prototypes and projects, allowing for multiple iterations and 
improvements centered on user interaction.

As an Experience Designer, I proactively identify and solve problems by utilizing research and 
human-centered design methodologies to create the best apps, dashboard, and website 
experience. That being said, I create site maps/app maps, task flows, wireframes and then rapidly 
iterate and document design decisions. I test with multiple users and iterate until most users feel 
that the experience is simple yet intuitive.

As a User Interface Designer, I leverage best practices and design trends to bring polished 
modern experiences across all platforms. I create a cohesive and unified design system for both 
B2B and B2C experiences. I push pixel-perfect high-fidelity mockups, graphics, UI Kits, and 
prototypes. I rapidly test and iterate the look and feel with our target demographics prior to 
finalizing designs that are ready for the developers.


